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1. (a) Briefly explain the "uses of private savings" in 

the economy. 
(4) 

(ii) f TT 40% , a aa ais a FT (b) A bond promises to pay 600 1in one year 

E? 
i) What is the interest rate on the bond if its 

(a) price today is 400? 

(ii) If interest rate is 10%, what would be the 

price of bond today? (4) 

(c) Using IS-LM model, show the impact of investment 

(5) 2 (a) Given the following information: subsidy to the economy. How will it affect 

50 interest rate, income & investment in the economy? 
Investment (1) 

40 
How is it different from expansionary fiscal 

Government Purchases (G) 

(7) 
500 policy? 

GNP 
. 

20 CA Balance 

100 Tax (T) 

30 Transfer Payment (TR) 

20 Interest Payment on government debt 

-5 Net Factor payments from abroad 

P.T.O. 
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Compute: 

50 AT (1) ) GDP 

40 ta (G) (i) Net Export 

500 (GNP) 
-20 

(iii) Consumption 

100 7 (T) (iv) Private Savings 

30 FAART TAIT (TR) 
(v) Government Savings 

20 

5 (b) "Seigniorage is first an increasing function then a 

decreasing function of nominal money growth". 
Do you agree? Explain. (4) 

(c) What is full employment budget surplus? How is 

it different from actual employment budget 

(i) surplus? How does a decrease in MPC affect the 

(4) budget surplus? 

( (d) "An increase in Government spending by $10 leads 

to fall in the budget surplus exactly by $10", is 

(2) this statement is true or falsc. Explain. 

P.T.O. 
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3. (a) India issues 10,000 cr. debt forgiveness to one of 

its neighbouring country. How is this transaction 

accounted for in the balance of payments.of India. 

(3) 

(b) How does hyperinflation affect economic activity 
4 (a) What is GDP deflator? How is it different from 

of a country? (5) CPI deflator? How does CPI inflation overstate 

the cost of living? (4) (c) What do you understand by Policy mix? In an 

economy, illustrate the effects of a policy mix on (b) What is the demand for Central bank money? 
equilibrium output and interest rate. How the Using appropriate diagran explain the equilibrium 

monetary accommodatíon of fiscal expansion in the market for central bank money. How does 

leaves the interest rate unchanged as the level Of a deerease in the supply of central bank money 

output rises? Explain. (7) 
affect its equilibrium? (5) 

P.T.O. 
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(c) Given C 0.8(1-t) Y 

t 0.25 

I = 900 20i 

G 800 

L 0.25Y - 50i 

M/P 500 
C 0.8(1-t) Y 

Find t 0.25 

I = 900-20i 
1) Find equilibrium level of income & 

G 800 Consumption. 

L = 0.25Y - 50i 
(ii) Calculate budget surplus at equilibrium. 

M/P = 500 

(111) If govt. spending increases by 200 how 

much would be the new level of private 

(6) spending. 

37 GDP fe4dc a ? qz CPI fBTAe7 à f VR f 
(i) 

(ii) 

P.T.O. 
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(a) Consider an economy whose real GDP is 5000 in 5. (d) Assume a model of the expenditure sector With 

time period 1 and 6000 in time period 2. The GDP no govt sector. If the savings function is defined 

deflator for the same economy is 105 in time period as S =400 + 0.2y, and the autonomous investment 

I and 120 in time period 2. 
increases by 200, by how much will consumption 

) What is the nominal GDP in time periodl (3) increases? 

and 2? 

(ii) What is the rate of inflation in time period 
F4 37 1 5000 ar F*T 3ea 2 6000 i 3 

2? 

(ii) If the real rate of interest in time period 2 
T44 3a& 2 120 

is 4%, what is the nominal rate of interest 

in time period 2? (3) 

(b) Why is central Bank money is also called High T? 

Powered Money? Explain using the concept of 

multiplier. Assuming that money multiplier is 7 and 

Overall supply of money is 35000, what will be the 

(5) () ut wHy ¥ad 2 aRaR AM 7 4°% , 
central bank money? 

(c) Explain the relationship het ween effectiveness ol 

monetary policy & interest elasticity of money 

(4) 
demand using diagram. 

P.T.O. 
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() money is 20 cr. Assume equilibrium in money 

market 

f T TU 7 Ii aA 35000 (i) What is the interest rate? 

(ii) If central bank increases interest rate by 

5%, what should be the level of money 

supply for the money market to be in 

equilibrium. (5) 

(c) Examine the impact of a contractionary fiscal 

policy on output & interest rate under two 

assumptions: 

(1) Interest rates are kept constant 

(11) Money stock is kept constant (7) 

6. (a) Differentiate between intermediate and final 

goods. Under which category are Capital Goods 

and inventory investment included and why? 

(3) 

(T) ittiy f T ATT VA`I = T (0.25-i) 3RT 
(b) Suppose that money demand is given by M° = Y 

(0.25-1) where income is 100 cr. And supply ot 

P.T.O 
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(i) (c) Explain how each of the following events affect 

monetary base, money multiplier and money 

supply. 

(i) Central bank follows expansionary open 

market operations. 

(i1) If there is an increase in the amount of 

moneyhat people hold as currency rather 

than deposits.. (6) 

i) 
(3T) TKATA T TtGr5 A 30,000 R R 5 T 

7. (a) A factory owner purchased 5 new machines at 

F? 
Rs. 30,000 each. He sold his old ones for 

Rs. 60,000. What is the net impact of these 

(2) transaction on GDP? 

(b) What determine output and employment in the 

classical system? What role does the aggregate 

demand have in determining output, employment 

(7) and price level? 

P.T.O. 
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r(2,3)-1, r(2,3) = 3, r:(2.3) = 5 

r(1,0) 6, r(1,0) = -2 

2 Calculate at s= 1, t= 0. ot 

3. 

(b) Given f(x,y) = In /x +y. 
4. 

5. (i) At (1,0), in what direction does fincrease 

most rapidly? What is the rate of change 

in f in that direction? 

i) Find an approximate value for f(1.01,0.02). 
1. Attempt any four of the following: (6x4-24) How large is the error caused by this 

approximation? 
(a) ) Let Y = 10KL - VK -VL and K = 0.2t + 5 

(c) () Given f{x. x )= XX. Xg . Xg Is f 

homogenous? Is it homothetic? Are the first 

and L = 5e0.1t. Express the rate of change of 

Y as a weighted sum of the relative rates of 

change of K and L. Can you attach any order partial derivatives of the function 

economic sígnificance to the weights? homogenous and if yes of what degree? Show 

(11) Let r = r(x,y), x = x(s, t) and y y(s, t). 

Given that 

x(1,0) 2, x(1,0)=-1, x(1,0)= 7, ii) Suppose that t(x, y) is homogenous of degree 

2with t;(2,3) 4 and f(4,6) = 12. Find 
y(0)=3, y()= 0, y'(0)=4 t(6,9). 

P.T.O. 
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(d) The following system of equations defines s 

u = u(x, y) and v = v{x,y) as differentiable 

functions of x and y around the point 

(6) (i) HTT AGTY = 10KL- VK -VL TT K = 0.2t +5 
P (x, y, u, v) = (1,1,1,0) : 

3itr L 5e0.1, Y ufarda aa aK ar L 
(u + 2v)? + xy2 = 2u - yv 

(1 + u2)3 - z?v = 8x + ysw2 

Differentiate the system and find the values of u, 

u vand v. (i) T fr= r(x,y), x = x(s, t) a7 y = y(t) I fear 

ZX x(1,0) = 2, x(1,0) =-1, x1,0) = 7, 

(e) ) For the function, f(x.y,z)= 
x+y y(0) = 3, y(1) =0, y'(0) = 4 

determine whether the function f increases r(2,3) =-1, r(2,3) = 3, r2,3) = 5 

or decreases at a specified point Po = (1,1,1) 

r(1,0)= 6, r(1,0) = -2 
when one variable increases, while the others 

are fixed. 

at s= I, t = 0 ayAT ifGa i 

(i) Assume that the equation exy- 2x - 4y = c 

implicitly defines y as a differentiable function 

of x. Find a value of the constant c such tnat ET) 3Ten fèu aru HCA: t(x.y) = In /x*+y 

f(0) = 1 and find the slope and the equation 

of the tangent at the point (x, y) = (0,1 

P.T.O. 
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() f(1.01,0.02) fr TATAT ATH ITT a 

ZX , fy Aufta () (i) fey y f(x, y,z) = -

(T) ) feT TT t(X,, X29--., Xg) X1. X2. *z..X 

faT Ya Afte fag P (1,1,1) TT 

(i) -T f FTT e-2x-4y = cR (zACHT 
Vf= f(x, X2 -., Xn X X2 

E7y x 44774 (BdaT) T7T 

ATGA AT I Fa f(0) = 1 feaAT gT (i) T s ff(x, y) fs 2 74 T4T 

f(2.3) = 4 ir f(4,6) = 12 f(6,9) F 

() fAaafea 4iroi z yUTct u = u(x,y) 3itk v = v{x,y) 

i fn fag P = (x, y, u, v) = (1,1,1,0) 3HYTE x T 

(7x4-28) Attempt any four of the followingg 2. 

(u + 2v) + xy2 2u yv (a) Consider the tunetion t(x,y) = x* - y - xy - x. 

Find and classity its critical points. Find the domain (1+ u) - z2v = 8x + y'w2 

S where tis concave and tind the largest value of 

TUTCT fHTE z4T u, u, v F4I v' 3 
in S. 

P.T.O. 
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(b) State the necessary conaitions Tor the solution 
of Let F be a differentiable and strictly increasing 

function of one variable. Which of the above 
the utility maximization problem, U(x, y) = {Vx + 

mentioned three properties are preserved for the 

for general values of p,» Py and M. Find the optimal function W(x, y) = F(f(x, y))? 

values of x, y and the corresponding value of 

(the langrange multiplier). What are the consumer's (e) Let f(x, y) = (x - axy)ey be a function of two 

demand functions for x and y? Find the indirect 
variables with a as a constant and a * 0. 

utility function U*(P,» P,» M) and verify that 
(i) Find the critical points of f and decide for 

each of them if it is a local maximum point, 

local minimum point or a saddle point. 
OM 

(ii) Let (x*,y*) be the critical point where 

(c) Find the extreme points and extreme values for 
x 0 and let f*(a) = f(x*.y*). Find 

f(x, y) = xeY - x2 - e on the domain defined by 

0SxS2 and 0 y s1. dr (a) 
and show that if we define 

da 

(d) The function f(x, y) is such that 

Firstly, f >0, f> 0; otx.y',a) f(x,y.a)=(x* - axy )e' then 

Secondly, f < 0, f<0; and 

Thirdly the level curve v = g(x) is defined implici df () 
by f(x, y) = c where c is a constant. The fun 

ction da 

f is such that all level curves are strictly convo 

P.T.O. 
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(T) fe7 TAT hA f(x, y) H TR 

( Tg 7 (5FT) f(x,y)= x* --y -

xy x3 
H: f >0, fy> 0; 

3H , f <0, f 0; T 

3HT: y = g(x) f(x, y) = c arT yda 7 uf4fA 

(FATEU 

U(x.y)=(k + * 
77F W(x, y) = F(f(x, y)) f rfea ? 

TF, P p, r M z FTHTT Ti fy I x, y 
) H fay a 7 aI V T7 f(x, y) = (x2 - axy)e' 

? TTN J44fTAT 77T U*(p,, P,, M) FITT I 

OM 
fa 

) TE Tg Hf(x, y) = xey- x2 - e¥ fAy A 14S 
(i) T7 or (x*,y*) fafehi fag TEÍ x* * 0 

HTC IT a TA TH (T) 0 Sxs2 k 

3iR HAT f (a) = f(x*,y*) df 
da 

P.T.O. 
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(i) The farmer wants to determine the least 

expensive way of providing an adequate diet 

f(x.y.a)=x-axy e kHfa a by combining the two feeds. Set this up as a 

linear programming problem and find the 

of(xya df(a) fzraR minimal-cost diet. 

da 
(ii) Does the optimal solution change if the price 

of Feed l increases from 100 Rs per kg to 

140 Rs per kg, with all other data unchanged? 
3. Attempt any one of the following: 3 (7x1=7) 

(a) To feed his stock a farmer can purchase two kinds (b) (i) Solve the following problem: 

of feed. The farmer has determined that the herd 

3x+2y ss6 
max 3x + 4y subject to 

x+4y4 
requires 60, 84, and 72 units of the nutritional 

elements A, B, and C, respectively, per day. The 

contents and cost of a kilogram of each of the 
x20, y20 

two feeds are given in the following table 
(ii) Compute the inerease in the criterion function 

if the first constraint changes to 3x +2y 7. 
Nutritional Elements 

(units per kg) (ii) Compute the increase in the criterion 

Cost (Rs. per kg) funetion if the second constraint changes to A B C 

t 4y S S, 
100 

7 Feed 1 3 3 

40 Feed 2 2 2 6 

P.T.O. 
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(iv) Prove using (ii) and (iii) that if (x, y) is feasible in the original problem then the criterion function can never be larger than the optimal value of the criterion functiov 

obtained in (1). 

THE fafea 4NT uy Ti A 60 qe, B t 

84 iR C 72 qt TTuaI rt d1 a 
)(i) Aaffaa aT () THTTT 

3x +2y 6 
3Hfrce(HT) 3x + 4y afe 

X+4ys4 

X20, y20 

(i) ate urit atm ( ) 3x + 2y s7 eI iT 

A B C 

RT 1 3 7 3 
100 

RT 2 40 

| 2 2 6 

P.T.O. 
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(iv) ufa (x, y) 4RT TH4 
(ii) The demand and supply functions in the 

(3RT92fRa ) (i) market for a commodity are given by: 

7ic7-THTcRYT TT 
4 P Q 

HC , (ii) ATR (iii) 

Qs 1 t+ 0.5P 

Qd and Qs, are the quantity demanded and 

4. Attempt any two of the following: (8x2-16) quantity supplied of the commodity at time t, 

and P, represents the price in time period t. 

(a) i) Find the area of the region between the Find the expression for P, in terms of P-j in 

curves: y,= 3x- 6x +8 and y, = -2x2 +4x+1 the equilibrium. Solve the corresponding 

from x = 0 to x = 2. difference equation. Is the time path of price 

oscillatory/non-oscillatory and convergent/ 

(11) Show that y(t) = 2et +1 is the solution to divergent? Illustrate using a graph. Consider 

(4.4) P1. 
dy the differential equation = 6y - 6 where 

dt 
(c) i) Find the general solution of the differential 

y(0)= 3. Does y(t) converge to a steauy 

(4,4) state? equation P = 8[D(P) - S(P)] where 8 > 0 

and D(P) = a - bP gives the demand of a 

(b) i) Let the rate of investment be give 

function, I(t) = 12t/3. If K(0) = 25, 
find 

by the commodity and S(P) = at BP gives the 

the supply, a, b, a and B are positive constants. 

Determine the equilibrium state and examine 

ume path of capital stock. Find the a 
whether it is stable. 

O Capital accumulation during 
the 

time 

interval [1,3]. P.T.O. 
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(i) Given that: 

C= 90+ 0.8 FrRT i zfa K(0) = 25 Tst zia 

50 

Y = 1200 

Y, C, and I, are the national income income, 
consumption and investment at time t. Find 
the time path of national income, Y,. Comment Qd=4- P,. 
on the stability of the time path. (4,4) Qg 1 + 0.5P,, 

HTT , 7T P,, T HE HHAR t 
()(i) am: y, = 3x2-6x +8 y,=-2x+ 4x +1 

ga7P, f P, Tai (zri) 
, X =0 x = 2, 77 ta &7 l 

ii) f4z R f y = 2e6 + I ziT TMAR (1S9 

strt) 3it siaro ( e)/ 3TAt (3TSaste) 
5729-) dy = 6y - 6 HBT y(0) 3 I TE 

dt 

FA y(t) fr47 (T1) 
HTEA falefrr ( 

P.T.O. 
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(T) i) 3R FUT (TEISTYT ) P = 8[D(P)-
(T) 

v T T (t4TS) D(P) = a - bP 3ir S(P) 

= a + BP AHTyt 3a, b, a ATR B TIRTME 

(ii) teqT 7T 

C, = 90 + 0.8y,-

I, = 50 

Y 1200 
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